Art and Innovation Day
Sierra College, Rocklin Campus
Thursday, September 26th

Academic Presentations & Workshops

9:30-10:50 pm
Brian Crall: Theater Improvisation Workshop (Dietrich Theater Lawn)

11:00-12:20 pm
Anthony Maki-Gill: Creativity and Innovation (W110)
Michelle Johnson and AHHC: Spoken Word Workshop For All Ages (D1)
Sarah Cunningham: Vocal Jazz Improvisation Experience (Amphitheater)

12:00—12:30 pm  Spoken Word Workshop Performance (Quad)

12:30-1:50 pm - Sierra Speaks: Keynote Hour (Dietrich Theater)
   Maryanna Rogers, Ph.D: Education for the 21st Century
   Angela Tahti: Art IS Education—Critical Links for Success
   Kathleen Taylor-Fillebrown Ph.D: Creativity 101

2:00—3:20 pm
Ianna Frisby: STEM to STEAM (W110)
Brian Crall: Theater Improvisation Workshop (Lawn in front of Dietrich Theater)

2:30 - 3:30 pm
Larry Ortiz & Angela Tahti: Creativity Salon (Fireside Room)

3:30—4:50 pm
The California Arts Project, Leadership Team: Not Quite “Common” Common Core: Common Core Content Literacy in the Technical Subjects (W110)
Carr Wilkerson: Stanford’s Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics CCMRA (D12)

5:00 - 6:00 pm
Shawna Martinez: Nature and Creativity - Nature Deficit Disorder (W110)
Mike Crain: Create Your Own Solutions: Using Max/MSP to Improve Your Music (D12)